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Bipolar disorder (BD) is characterized by recurrent episodes of mania, hypomania, and depression [1](#bdi12391-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, occurring in about 2% of the population [2](#bdi12391-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. While acute episodes can be dramatic and require hospitalization, successful treatment rests on the effective prevention of recurrences and of residual symptoms.

Lithium has been a cornerstone of the treatment of acute mania and the prevention of mood episodes during the maintenance phase of the disease [3](#bdi12391-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#bdi12391-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#bdi12391-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#bdi12391-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#bdi12391-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#bdi12391-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#bdi12391-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}. Despite its narrow therapeutic range, which requires careful monitoring of drug serum levels, lithium has proven effective in 30--50% of patients, particularly in those with a family history of BD, with non‐rapid cycling BD, and without comorbid substance use disorders [10](#bdi12391-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#bdi12391-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}. Lithium appears to have neuroprotective properties [12](#bdi12391-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, and reduces suicidal behavior [13](#bdi12391-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#bdi12391-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#bdi12391-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bdi12391-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}. However, potentially severe side effects have also been reported, including hypothyroidism [17](#bdi12391-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#bdi12391-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, particularly in middle‐aged women, for whom rates as high as 37% have been reported [19](#bdi12391-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}. The link between hypothyroidism and lithium treatment has been supported by case reports [20](#bdi12391-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#bdi12391-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#bdi12391-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, and other observational studies as reflected in a recent meta‐analysis [23](#bdi12391-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. These anticipated adverse effects have led to recommendations for frequent thyroid testing of patients treated with lithium as reflected in recent UpToDate guidelines [24](#bdi12391-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, despite some negative findings [25](#bdi12391-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#bdi12391-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bdi12391-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}.

Current guidelines for lithium treatment in patients with BD recommend thyroid function studies prior to treatment, once or twice during the first 6 months of therapy, and every 6--12 months thereafter. Lithium is contraindicated with significant renal impairment, sodium depletion, dehydration, or significant cardiovascular disease. However, neither pretreatment hypothyroidism nor lithium‐induced hypothyroidism contraindicates lithium therapy, as it can be managed by thyroxine treatment [24](#bdi12391-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}.

While alternative treatment options have emerged, including mood‐stabilizing anticonvulsants (lamotrigine, valproate, oxcarbazepine, and carbamazepine) and atypical antipsychotics (aripiprazole, olanzapine, risperidone, and quetiapine), less evidence exists about their risk for hypothyroidism, and less emphasis has been placed on thyroid testing in their product labeling (see [Discussion](#bdi12391-sec-0019){ref-type="sec"}).

Large‐scale administrative claims data provide the opportunity to obtain estimates of adverse medication effects in large populations across a range of geographical regions in "real‐world" health care settings, and often over long periods of exposure. Thus, such data capture a substantial amount of heterogeneity in disease severity and treatment response over the disease course, whereas most clinical trials enroll a homogeneous cohort, followed over relatively short time periods. Advantages of claims data, however, can be offset by their observational nature, and inconsistency in collection, coding and recording. As such, treatment biases and confounding factors require specific attention and have been addressed in our analyses [28](#bdi12391-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#bdi12391-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bdi12391-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}.

The objective of this study was to determine the comparative risk of hypothyroidism with lithium monotherapy versus eight of the most commonly prescribed anticonvulsants and second‐generation antipsychotics used to treat patients with BD. The study is innovative in that it comprehensively utilizes medical claims data on over a million patients with BD in a competing risk survival analysis framework. It is also the first to compare all of the above‐mentioned therapies head to head in a single study.

Patients and methods {#bdi12391-sec-0006}
====================

Data source and sample selection {#bdi12391-sec-0007}
--------------------------------

Patient data were obtained from the MarketScan^®^ Commercial Claims and Encounters Databases (Ann Arbor, MI, USA) provided by the Reagan‐Udall Foundation\'s Innovation in Medical Evidence Development and Surveillance (IMEDS) program [31](#bdi12391-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}. The IMEDS data include only de‐identified patient‐level information which fully adheres to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards [32](#bdi12391-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#bdi12391-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}. Data have been transformed to the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) common data model version 4 [34](#bdi12391-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, in which different procedures and diagnoses are expressed using the SNOMED‐CT vocabulary. Drugs and treatments are coded based on the OMOP drug vocabulary, which is comprised of RxNorm for drugs and ingredients [35](#bdi12391-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, and includes additional classification systems for higher level concept aggregation (e.g., analgesics). We analyzed data from 141,805,491 commercially insured individuals collected between 2003 and 2013 across the USA, to obtain 1,232,534 patients with BD. Data were collected in primary care and hospital care settings across nearly every US county. From the 1.2 million patients with BD, 24,574 patients (8,517 male and 16,057 female) aged 18--65 years met our inclusion criteria (Fig. [1](#bdi12391-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Study design and sample selection. We show the sample size and percentage of female patients at each junction point in our data staging. The final cohort of 24,574 samples is shown in green, along with subsets with \>90 days and \>182 days of monotherapy. BD = bipolar disorder.](BDI-18-247-g001){#bdi12391-fig-0001}

Data staging {#bdi12391-sec-0008}
------------

The database was first queried to identify the 1.2 million patients who had two or more bipolar diagnoses, followed by a second query to store to a database table each patient\'s sorted list of events. All records of conditions, visits, procedures, observations, and drug exposures were included. Using internally developed Python code, we then incrementally retrieved the \>626 million event records, and, for each patient, two passes over the sorted event data were performed. The first pass verified that inclusion criteria were met, and determined the start of monotherapy, and whether, how, and when the exposure period ended. The second pass calculated drug exposures, pretreatment comorbidities, and thyroid testing information.

Inclusion criteria {#bdi12391-sec-0009}
------------------

Inclusion criteria were: (i) two or more diagnoses of BD at any time in the patient history; (ii) age at start of treatment ≥18 years; (iii) a minimum one year of no prior drug treatment for BD and no hypothyroid diagnosis or treatment; (iv) followed by monotherapy for BD and at least one thyroid test during monotherapy. Results are contrasted with cohort subsets on 3+ (n = 15,430) and 6+ (n = 10,594) months of monotherapy to account for patients with pre‐existing cases of hypothyroidism diagnosed shortly after treatment.

Exposure {#bdi12391-sec-0010}
--------

Nine monotherapeutic exposures were considered: lithium carbonate (RxNorm ingredient: 42351), aripiprazole (89013), carbamazepine (2002), lamotrigine (28439), olanzapine (61381), oxcarbazepine (32624), quetiapine (51272), risperidone (35636), and valproate (40254). We required that drug exposures had no gaps of 30 days or longer to increase the likelihood that prescriptions were not only filled, but also continuously taken by the patients [36](#bdi12391-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#bdi12391-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}.

Time of follow‐up {#bdi12391-sec-0011}
-----------------

The duration of observation ranged from 1 day to 3,255 days (8.9 years), with a mean of 269 days and median of 142 days. We report results up to four years from the start of monotherapy due to the paucity of longer term observations.

Main outcome measures {#bdi12391-sec-0012}
---------------------

The outcome was the cumulative incidence of clinically relevant hypothyroidism, as indicated by diagnosis codes (SNOMED: 40930008 and descendants) and filled hypothyroidism prescriptions: thyroxine (RxNorm: 10582 and descendants), desiccated thyroid (10572), triiodothyronine (10814) and thyroglobulin (10565), in the presence of the competing risk of ending monotherapy, adjusted for covariates. Note that the hypothyroidism hierarchy includes subclinical hypothyroidism.

Competing risk survival analysis {#bdi12391-sec-0013}
--------------------------------

Our competing risks were the occurrence of hypothyroidism versus ending monotherapy. *Hypothyroidism* was captured as the observation of any subcategory of hypothyroidism or prescription of thyroid medications. *Ending monotherapy* was defined as a ≥30‐day gap in treatment for a given one of our nine therapies, or the addition of one or more of the eight other therapies (polypharmacy). Treatment exposure was considered to start on the day the prescription was filled and continued for as many days as there were days' supply. When prescriptions overlapped, the refill was added after the previous supply would have run out. Censored observations occurred if the data ended without the competing risks being observed, either because the patient left his/her provider, or the data ended in 2013. The censor time was taken as the last event observed for a given patient.

For a first (potentially biased) look at the data, we employed the counting process‐based non parametric estimation of the cumulative incidence function (CIF). This estimator makes no correction for covariates, but separates out the cumulative risk of hypothyroidism from the cumulative risk of ending monotherapy. For a given competing risk, the estimator is the cumulative sum over each time interval of the probability neither event occurs before time t (the Kaplan−Meier estimate where both competing risks are combined as an event, and the censored observations are treated as censored) multiplied by the fraction experiencing a given event type out of those still at risk at time t [38](#bdi12391-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}. Differences in CIFs between lithium and alternate therapies were calculated using Gray\'s test [39](#bdi12391-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, the log‐rank test [40](#bdi12391-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, and the Pepe and Mori test [41](#bdi12391-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, as implemented in R by Pintilie [42](#bdi12391-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}.

To adjust for biases in treatment and observation, we employed the competing risks regression (CRR) approach of Fine and Gray [43](#bdi12391-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, as implemented in the R package cmprsk (version 2.2‐7), taking the following approach to covariates.

Covariates {#bdi12391-sec-0014}
----------

The following covariates were examined for their effect on the CIF. *Treatment:* using lithium as the reference, binary dummy variables were created for the non‐lithium treatments.*Age at treatment*: accounts for the higher risk of hypothyroidism among older patients.*Sex*: accounts for the higher risk of hypothyroidism among female patients.*Patient visit days in the year preceding monotherapy*: a proxy for engagement with the health care system before monotherapy.*Whether thyroid testing was performed in the 14 days preceding monotherapy:* accounts for observation bias---patients who tested positive for hypothyroidism were excluded since patients receiving lithium are more likely to be tested pretreatment than patients receiving other therapies.*Nonparametric thyroid testing rank during monotherapy*: used to adjust for observation bias---hypothyroidism should not be diagnosed without a thyroid test, and not all treatments have comparable thyroid testing. We used the following SNOMED‐CT procedure concepts and their descendants to count thyroid tests: thyroid‐stimulating hormone measurement (61167004), thyroid hormone measurement (390780008), thyrotropin‐releasing hormone test (252219000), thyroid panel (35650009), and thyroid‐stimulating immunoglobulins measurement (104972000). To account for different observation times, covariates were calculated as follows. For each patient (*p*), we found the competition rank of *p*\'s number of thyroid tests among the smallest time interval centered around *p*\'s treatment time that included at least 50 patients, and normalized it to (0,1), with 1 being most frequent. While the post‐treatment thyroid testing rank covariate removes observation time from the covariate, thyroid testing due to standard monitoring for which we want to account remains confounded with thyroid testing ordered as a result of hypothyroidism symptomatology, for which we do not want to account post‐treatment.*Pretreatment prescriptions and comorbidities*: in order to account for treatment biases and potential confounders with hypothyroidism risk, we create binary variables to indicate whether at least one prescription was filled for each of the following drug classes in the year before monotherapy, using the First Databank Enhanced Therapeutic Classification (FDB‐ETC) and Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) vocabularies: analgesics (FDB‐ETC: 582), diuretics (FDB‐ETC: 248), opioids (ATC: N02A), pain (FDB‐ETC: 3079), and sedatives (FDB‐ETC: 541). We also use binary variables to indicate whether at least one diagnosis of any concept or descendant of the following occurred in the year before monotherapy, using the SNOMED‐CT vocabulary. *Mental*: attention‐deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (406506008), anxiety (48694002), BD (13746004), eating disorder (72366004), mental procedure (108310004), personality C (83890006), and psychosis (69322001). *Other*: autoimmune (85828009), cardiovascular (49601007), central nervous system (23853001), dermatological (95320005), drug dependence (191816009), endocrinopathy (362969004), hypertension (38341003), kidney (90708001), metabolic (75934005), musculoskeletal (928000), nervous system (118940003), pulmonary (19829001), seizure (128613002), or thyroidism (14304000). Note that we excluded hypothyroidism (40930008) and descendant codes from these categories. We also used a high‐level MedDRA vocabulary concept (10040978) to encompass 23 lower level sleep apnea SNOMED‐CT codes. We calculated p‐values using the R chisq.test procedure for the 2 × 9 table over the nine BD therapies to test whether the proportions were the same over all drugs.

Using CRR, a forward stepwise selection procedure was performed on the cohort, starting with a model that included sex, age, treatment, and thyroid testing rank, and incrementally added the next most significant variable in predicting hypothyroidism risk among the aforementioned covariates. To account for multiple testing of 30 covariates, we stopped when no variables achieved a significance of p \< 1.67e‐3. A Wald test was employed for testing the overall significance of treatment as an eight‐level factor using the R 'aod' package, and Schoenfeld‐type residuals were examined for evidence of time‐varying covariates, as outlined by Scrucca et al. [44](#bdi12391-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}. The final resulting model was run a second time, without the thyroid testing rank covariate.

Results {#bdi12391-sec-0015}
=======

Sample {#bdi12391-sec-0016}
------

Out of 141,805,491 patients, we identified 1,232,534 with at least two claims related to a BD diagnosis (Fig. [1](#bdi12391-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Almost 60% were female. Among the 1.2 million, 199,376 fulfilled our inclusion criteria of no drug treatment for BD and no diagnosis of hypothyroidism for at least one year prior to commencing monotherapy. A total of 45,550 of these patients were under the age of 18 years and were subsequently excluded. Of the remaining 153,826, 30.5% had a thyroid test before monotherapy, 40% ever, and 16% on or after commencing monotherapy. We retained these 16%, excluding 129,252 individuals who were not tested for thyroid abnormalities during monotherapy. In the remaining sample of 24,574 individuals, 65.3% were female, indicating a bias towards female patients being more likely to be tested for thyroid abnormalities.

The average age of the sample was 39.5 years (Table [1](#bdi12391-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Psychosis was present in 6.1% of the sample, drug dependence in 14.3%, anxiety disorders in 22.5%, and ADHD in 7.3%. At monotherapy commencement, 28.7% of patients received lamotrigine, 15.5% quetiapine, 14.8% lithium, 12.2% valproate, 12.1% aripiprazole, 6.2% risperidone, 5% olanzapine, 3.6% oxcarbazepine, and 2% carbamazepine. There were significant differences between the treatment groups regarding age (p = 1.80e‐4), sex (p = 8.60e‐141), and psychiatric comorbidities, such as psychosis (p = 8.20e‐232) and drug dependence (p = 1.86e‐68).

###### 

Cohort demographics by drug[a](#bdi12391-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}

                     LITH    ARIP    CBZ    LTG     OLAN    OXC    QUET    RISP    VPA     Total    Treatment bias p‐value   Hypo‐thyroidism CRR p‐value
  ------------------ ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------ ------- ------- ------- -------- ------------------------ -----------------------------
  n                  3,629   2,964   492    7,056   1,230   890    3,798   1,518   2,997   24,574   --                       --
  Age, years         39.5    39      40.3   39      40.4    39     40.1    39.4    39.7    39.5     1.80E‐04                 **6.91E‐10**
  Sex, female, %     56.4    72      64.6   74      55.9    70.4   65.9    60.4    53.6    65.4     8.60E‐141                **3.93E‐07**
  Medications (%)                                                                                                            
  Sedative           30.8    38.2    35.2   33.5    38.5    34.4   44.4    37.1    34.8    36.0     5.09E‐37                 7.27E‐01
  Analgesic          39.1    47.4    48.4   43.2    45.1    49.6   51.8    45.5    46.5    45.4     3.19E‐28                 4.45E‐01
  Opioid             24.1    31.1    32.9   27      30.1    31.7   35      29.6    28.9    29.1     1.04E‐25                 6.49E‐01
  Pain               24.1    31.1    32.9   27      30.1    31.7   35      29.6    28.9    50.9     1.04E‐25                 2.46E‐01
  Diuretic           9.5     12.9    14.6   11.7    12.9    13.8   13.4    13.6    11.9    12.1     1.88E‐06                 8.55E‐01
  Mental (%)                                                                                                                 
  Psychosis          4.5     8       3.9    2       15.5    2.9    6.4     21.6    5       6.1      8.20E‐232                5.05E‐01
  Bipolar disorder   71.1    58.4    67.7   67.4    53.7    66.5   54      53.4    68      63.2     2.26E‐95                 3.96E‐01
  Mental procedure   53.2    56.9    52.2   61.9    37.2    62.6   48.8    52.7    51.5    54.7     2.23E‐81                 1.79E‐01
  Drug dependence    12.8    13.7    14.8   9.6     16.9    13.3   22      15.5    16.5    14.3     1.86E‐68                 2.45E‐01
  Anxiety            18.6    24.5    20.1   19.5    27.2    20.1   29      26.5    21.4    22.5     1.43E‐39                 8.06E‐01
  Eating disorder    1       2.1     0.4    1.8     2       1.3    1.6     1.8     0.4     1.5      1.37E‐07                 4.25E‐01
  ADHD               6.1     9.2     7.1    7.7     6       9      6.5     7       7.2     7.3      1.58E‐05                 4.14E‐03
  Personality C      0.2     0.3     0.4    0.1     0.3     0.1    0.2     0.3     0.2     0.2      4.93E‐01                 8.24E‐01
  Other (%)                                                                                                                  
  Cardiovascular     31.5    39.9    37.4   34.2    38.7    38     42.9    41      40      37.4     1.42E‐30                 8.92E‐01
  CNS                13.2    16.7    19.3   14.5    16.4    20.1   18.7    19.3    21.8    16.8     3.20E‐26                 7.73E‐02
  Seizure            0.7     0.9     4.1    1.6     1.1     4.2    1.6     2.1     3.2     1.7      1.15E‐22                 6.32E‐01
  Nervous system     23.3    28      29.3   24.4    27.3    31.3   30.3    28.3    31.5    27.2     7.43E‐21                 3.72E‐01
  Pulmonary          5.3     7       7.7    5       8.7     7.4    9.5     8.8     7.1     6.8      3.76E‐20                 5.24E‐01
  Hypertension       17.9    23.9    21.1   19      22.8    21.6   25      25.8    22.6    21.5     4.52E‐20                 8.36E‐01
  Metabolic          26.1    33.8    30.9   28.5    31.4    29.6   32.5    31.4    30.9    30.1     8.63E‐12                 2.96E‐01
  Musculoskeletal    35.9    42      43.1   40.3    39.7    39.6   44.8    40.7    41      40.7     2.28E‐11                 3.14E‐01
  Kidney             3.2     4.9     4.7    4.1     4.9     4.3    5.7     5.4     4.9     4.5      2.15E‐05                 9.23E‐01
  Endrocrinopathy    11.1    15.6    12.6   12.5    11.4    12.1   13      13.6    13.1    12.8     3.51E‐05                 9.26E‐01
  Dermatological     23.4    27.8    24.8   27.4    24.6    26.9   25.4    25.5    25.6    26.0     5.38E‐04                 8.77E‐01
  Apnea              6.1     8.8     6.1    7.6     5.8     7.3    6.8     6.8     7.1     7.2      9.77E‐04                 1.52E‐01
  Autoimmune         1.2     2.1     1.6    1.5     1.5     2.4    2.2     1.4     1.7     1.7      5.78E‐03                 9.15E‐01
  Thyroidism         2.4     3.2     4.7    2.8     3       2.6    2.9     3.9     2.4     2.9      1.72E‐02                 **6.37E‐06**

LITH = lithium; ARIP = aripiprazole; CBZ = carbamazepine; LTG = lamotrigine; OLAN = olanzapine; OXC = oxcarbazepine; QUET = quetiapine; RISP = risperidone; VPA = valproate; CRR = competing risks regression; ADHD = attention‐deficit hyperactivity disorder; CNS = central nervous system.

For each drug we show the sample size, the age in years, and then the fraction that took various treatments and had various comorbidities in the year prior to monotherapy. Note that we excluded hypothyroidism codes from every category; thus, thyroidism would encompass all other thyroid conditions. The treatment bias p‐values come from chi‐squared tests comparing the proportions of treatment within each binary category, and an ANOVA *F*‐statistic for age. The hypothyroidism CRR p‐values show the significance of adding the variable in the model along with treatment, sex, pretreatment thyroidism, thyroid testing rank, and 14‐day pretreatment thyroid tested. Only the bold‐type variables in the rightmost column were significant in the full CRR model after multiple testing adjustment (p \< 1.67e‐03), and thus were retained in the final model.
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Competing risk survival analysis {#bdi12391-sec-0017}
--------------------------------

Hypothyroidism occurred in 7.5% of the sample (n = 1,850) and without bias correction, lithium appeared to have a higher risk for hypothyroidism than other therapies (Fig. [2](#bdi12391-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A). The bias‐uncorrected difference between lithium and other treatment alternatives was significant in all three tests (p \< 0.05) for all therapies except quetiapine and carbamazepine (*Supplementary Table 1*). The competing risk of ending monotherapy occurred in the majority of cases (73.1%, n = 17,954) (Fig. [2](#bdi12391-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Censored data were present in 19.4% of the sample, including 38 deaths (n = 4,770). Not all drugs had the same risk of ending monotherapy: olanzapine had the highest risk, whereas lamotrigine had the lowest (Fig. [2](#bdi12391-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B). Biases also existed in the number of thyroid tests administered per treatment group. Based on the moving average of the number of tests from the commencement of monotherapy by drug (*Supplementary Fig. 1A*), along with a linear fit calculating the slope (*Supplementary Fig. 1B*), we estimated that patients on lithium were administered thyroid tests 2.26--3.05 times as often as patients on the other drugs. Lithium also had the highest pretreatment thyroid testing frequency, patients on lithium being tested 2.2 times as often as those on the least tested therapy, lamotrigine (*Supplementary Fig. 1A caption*). We thus employed a regression framework to address these potential biases, along with pretreatment characteristics (Table [1](#bdi12391-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

![Cumulative incidence of hypothyroidism and ending monotherapy. We show the cumulative incidence function of (A) hypothyroidism and (B) ending monotherapy, calculated with the naïve non‐parametric counting process estimator (analogous to Kaplan−Meier), which separates out the risk of hypothyroidism from ending monotherapy. These curves represent the risk observed as the drugs are currently prescribed, without accounting for treatment and observation biases.](BDI-18-247-g002){#bdi12391-fig-0002}

Covariate selection and regression results {#bdi12391-sec-0018}
------------------------------------------

Being male (p = 3.93e‐7) and having a thyroid test in the 14 days preceding monotherapy (p = 2.69e‐7) were associated with fewer diagnoses of hypothyroidism. Conversely, hypothyroidism diagnoses increased with age at exposure (p = 6.91e‐10), thyroid testing rank during monotherapy (p = 2.79e‐87), and pretreatment thyroid disorders other than hypothyroidism (p = 6.37e‐6). Except for pretreatment thyroid disorders, these variables remained significant in subcohorts with \>90 and \>182 days of monotherapy (Table [2](#bdi12391-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). All other covariates were not significant after multiple testing adjustment (p \> 1.67E‐3) when they were included in the model (Table [1](#bdi12391-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). Using a Wald test, the combined significance of non‐lithium treatment was p = 3.86e‐3, p = 6.22e‐3, and p = 3.61e‐3 at \>0, \>90, and \>182 days, respectively. Adjusted for covariates, lithium had the highest risk for \>0 days of monotherapy, closely followed by quetiapine (Fig. [3](#bdi12391-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). When the patient population was restricted to \>90 days of exposure, lithium non‐significantly improved over quetiapine (p = 0.506). The resampled four‐year cumulative risk of hypothyroidism ranged 1.39‐fold from 8.8% for lithium down to 6.3% for oxcarbazepine (Fig. [4](#bdi12391-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}), and the 95% confidence limits for the lithium CIFs overlapped with those of all of the other drugs (*Supplementary Fig. 2*). When adjusted for covariates, the competing risk of ending monotherapy remained biased. Lamotrigine had a significantly lower risk of ending monotherapy (p = 1.89e‐55) than alternative therapies, likely due to the longer time required to titrate lamotrigine to the initial target dose to reduce the risk of Stevens−Johnson syndrome (*Supplementary Fig. 3, Supplementary Table* 2). Results of the sex‐specific analyses corroborated the known increased risk of hypothyroidism in women (*Supplementary Fig. 4*). The Schoenfeld‐type residuals for the model covariates showed little evidence that the covariates were time‐varying (*Supplementary Fig. 5*).

###### 

Competing risk regression (CRR) model of hypothyroidism risk at \>0 months, \>3 months, and \>6 months of monotherapy[a](#bdi12391-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}

                                 p‐value    Beta coefficient   Standard error                                                             
  ------------------------------ ---------- ------------------ ---------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  Treatment (Wald)               3.86E‐03   6.22E‐03           3.61E‐03         --          --          --          --         --         --
  Aripiprazole                   7.39E‐03   8.80E‐03           2.44E‐03         −2.37E‐01   −3.63E‐01   −5.98E‐01   8.85E‐02   1.39E‐01   1.97E‐01
  Carbamazepine                  1.35E‐01   6.14E‐02           2.20E‐02         −2.76E‐01   −6.18E‐01   −1.34E+00   1.85E‐01   3.30E‐01   5.85E‐01
  Lamotrigine                    1.47E‐03   2.53E‐02           3.48E‐02         −2.27E‐01   −2.26E‐01   −2.70E‐01   7.12E‐02   1.01E‐01   1.28E‐01
  Olanzapine                     1.11E‐02   5.15E‐02           2.47E‐02         −3.24E‐01   −4.02E‐01   −6.84E‐01   1.27E‐01   2.06E‐01   3.05E‐01
  Oxcarbazepine                  1.51E‐02   2.21E‐01           4.50E‐01         −3.41E‐01   −2.42E‐01   −1.79E‐01   1.40E‐01   1.97E‐01   2.37E‐01
  Quetiapine                     4.16E‐01   5.06E‐01           8.51E‐01         −6.36E‐02   7.45E‐02    2.68E‐02    7.82E‐02   1.12E‐01   1.43E‐01
  Risperidone                    5.90E‐03   3.88E‐01           6.34E‐01         −3.19E‐01   −1.48E‐01   −1.06E‐01   1.16E‐01   1.71E‐01   2.22E‐01
  Valproate                      8.96E‐03   3.08E‐01           4.41E‐01         −2.32E‐01   −1.29E‐01   −1.25E‐01   8.88E‐02   1.27E‐01   1.62E‐01
  Age at exposure                6.91E‐10   2.14E‐05           1.12E‐04         1.12E‐02    1.10E‐02    1.32E‐02    1.81E‐03   2.59E‐03   3.41E‐03
  Sex, male                      3.93E‐07   9.79E‐05           2.28E‐05         −2.65E‐01   −2.93E‐01   −4.11E‐01   5.23E‐02   7.53E‐02   9.70E‐02
  Pre‐Tx thyroidism              6.37E‐06   8.50E‐02           6.71E‐01         4.68E‐01    2.80E‐01    9.73E‐02    1.04E‐01   1.63E‐01   2.29E‐01
  Post‐Tx thyroid tests rank     2.79E‐87   3.25E‐53           3.65E‐30         2.88E+00    3.13E+00    2.84E+00    1.46E‐01   2.04E‐01   2.49E‐01
  Pre‐Tx thyroid tests 14 days   2.69E‐07   2.74E‐03           9.58E‐03         −4.16E‐01   −4.05E‐01   −5.06E‐01   8.09E‐02   1.35E‐01   1.95E‐01

Tx = treatment.

The final model includes six variables, with treatment coded as eight dummy variables with lithium as reference. The three treatment variable p‐values are the result of Wald tests that calculate the significance of the eight dummy variables combined. Results are contrasted with subcohorts on \>3 and \>6 months of monotherapy.
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![Cumulative incidence of hypothyroidism from competing risks regression (CRR): \>0, \>90, and \>182 days after commencing monotherapy. We show the cumulative incidence function (CIF) of hypothyroidism from CRR at the average value of the covariates for the 24,574 bipolar disorder (BD) patient cohort. (A) includes all 24,574 patients with BD. We then exclude patients who experienced hypothyroidism, ended monotherapy, or were censored: (B) \<90 days after commencing monotherapy (n = 15,313); and (C) \<6 months after commencing monotherapy (n = 10,508). We set the covariates to the 24,574 patient cohort averages, and switch between setting the treatment covariates to 1 for each of the non‐lithium treatments, and then zero for all covariates to obtain the lithium CIF.](BDI-18-247-g003){#bdi12391-fig-0003}

![Four‐year estimated risk of hypothyroidism by drug with 95% confidence limits. We contrast the 95% confidence limits of hypothyroidism risk at four years across drugs for \>0 days of monotherapy, as estimated by resampling 10,000 times the competing risks regression predictions at the average values of the covariates, with model coefficients set to random normal values defined by the regression model coefficient means and standard errors (as seen in Table [2](#bdi12391-tbl-0002){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The mean four‐year risks are as follows: lithium: 8.78%; quetiapine: 8.26%; lamotrigine: 7.06%; valproate: 7.02%; aripiprazole: 6.99%; carbamazepine: 6.73%; risperidone: 6.46%; olanzapine: 6.43%; oxcarbazepine: 6.32%. CIF = cumulative incidence function.](BDI-18-247-g004){#bdi12391-fig-0004}

When the final model was rerun, excluding the thyroid testing rank covariate, the Wald test of overall significance of treatment was, as expected, more significant: p = 2.69e‐6, p = 1.17e‐5, and p = 8.20e‐6 at \>0, \>90, and \>182 days of monotherapy, respectively. This observation‐biased four‐year estimate for hypothyroidism risk ranged 1.54‐fold from 10.7% for lithium down to 7.0% for olanzapine.

Discussion {#bdi12391-sec-0019}
==========

This is the first large‐scale comparison of all commonly prescribed mood stabilizers and atypical antipsychotics prescribed for the treatment of BD. Although lithium confers a significantly increased risk for hypothyroidism in patients with BD compared with the other therapies as a group, lithium risk was not significantly different from that of quetiapine. The predominant and clinically significant theme of this article is that there is a substantial risk of hypothyroidism developing during BD therapy, regardless of selected pharmacological intervention.

In addition to the longstanding literature on the risk of hypothyroidism under lithium treatment, there is an emerging literature demonstrating the risk of hypothyroidism associated with some, but not all, of the therapies we studied. We next summarize this evidence, first for mood stabilizers, and then for atypical antipsychotics.

A large medical claims study on mood stabilizers in patients with BD found that lithium, carbamazepine and valproate increased hypothyroidism risk, and that a dose−response relationship existed between number of mood stabilizers and risk. Therefore, the authors recommended regular thyroid monitoring for mood stabilizers [45](#bdi12391-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}. The product labeling of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for valproate reports altered thyroid function tests associated with valproate, but makes no thyroid testing recommendations [46](#bdi12391-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}. Other studies show that lithium and valproate alone or in combination confer additional risk [47](#bdi12391-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#bdi12391-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}. Conversely, for the mood stabilizer lamotrigine, FDA labeling lists hypothyroidism as rare (\<1 in 1000 patients) [49](#bdi12391-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, and recent reviews found little to no evidence for an effect of lamotrigine on thyroid hormones [50](#bdi12391-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bdi12391-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}. Despite the overlapping characteristics, and shared pharmacology of BD and epilepsy [52](#bdi12391-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#bdi12391-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bdi12391-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#bdi12391-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, we could only find literature on carbamazepine and oxcarbazepine associated with hypothyroidism in epilepsy, a disease in which the pathogenesis may involve thyroid hormones [56](#bdi12391-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}. Evidence from epilepsy studies shows adverse thyroid effects from valproate [51](#bdi12391-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#bdi12391-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#bdi12391-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#bdi12391-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, carbamazepine [51](#bdi12391-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#bdi12391-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#bdi12391-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, and oxcarbazepine [51](#bdi12391-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#bdi12391-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}. Having similar mechanisms of action, both carbamazepine and oxcarbazepine see a reduction in T4, but little impact on thyroid‐stimulating hormone (TSH), with the effects reversible with discontinuation of therapy [60](#bdi12391-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}. Carbamazepine FDA labeling mentions that thyroid function tests "have been reported to show decreased values with Tegretol administered alone" [61](#bdi12391-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, and oxcarbazepine labeling mentions association of the drug with decreases in T4, without changes in T3 or TSH [62](#bdi12391-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, but neither labeling recommends thyroid testing. The effects of oxcarbazepine and carbamazepine seem consistent with central hypothyroidism, via a disruption of the hypothalamic‐pituitary axis [63](#bdi12391-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}. We did not differentiate between primary and the rarer central hypothyroidism, whose incidence has been estimated at 1:80:000 to 1:120,000 in the general population [64](#bdi12391-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}.

Consistent with our findings, among atypical antipsychotics, evidence of increased hypothyroidism risk has also accumulated for quetiapine [65](#bdi12391-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#bdi12391-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#bdi12391-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#bdi12391-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#bdi12391-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#bdi12391-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#bdi12391-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}. However, not all studies agreed. In some studies only changes in T4 were noticed, and not in TSH [72](#bdi12391-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#bdi12391-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, and in other studies the hormone changes were transient, returning to normal after only 6 weeks of treatment without discontinuation of quetiapine [74](#bdi12391-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}. A large, longitudinal, double‐blind clinical trial showed that a combination therapy of quetiapine plus lithium or divalproex had significantly increased hypothyroidism (p = 6.96e‐4) over placebo plus lithium or divalproex [75](#bdi12391-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}. Two cases of hypothyroidism with combination quetiapine and valproate were also reported in a Korean study [76](#bdi12391-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}. In 2013, FDA product labeling added a recommendation for thyroid hormone testing at baseline and at follow‐up for quetiapine [77](#bdi12391-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}. For olanzapine, we could find little information about thyroid effects, and for risperidone [67](#bdi12391-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#bdi12391-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"} and aripiprazole [78](#bdi12391-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}, studies concluded that thyroid abnormalities did not occur with treatment, despite some case reports [79](#bdi12391-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}. FDA labeling also makes no mention of thyroid issues for these three drugs [80](#bdi12391-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#bdi12391-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#bdi12391-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}.

Our study suggests that the relative perception of risk for lithium is overestimated by observation bias: lithium‐treated patients received thyroid tests more than twice as frequently as those on other therapies. Moreover, despite the link between hypothyroidism and BD, only 40% of patients received a thyroid test in the year before or during monotherapy. According to our study, hypothyroidism appears underdiagnosed for patients with BD in clinical settings, particularly on non‐lithium therapies, suggesting that increased testing may offer clinical benefits for this treatable disorder. Treatment of even subclinical hypothyroidism may improve outcomes among patients with BD [83](#bdi12391-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}. Subclinical hypothyroidism has been associated with treatment resistance and/or rapid cycling [84](#bdi12391-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}. Patients with abnormal TSH and/or free thyroxine index spend longer times in the acute treatment phase and have significantly higher mean Hamilton Scale for Depression scores during the maintenance phase [85](#bdi12391-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}. Also, elevated TSH has been identified in medication‐naïve patients with mixed mania during the first episode [86](#bdi12391-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}. Therefore, we recommend that all patients with BD be periodically assessed for thyroid function, independent of the medication they receive. Currently, only lithium and quetiapine carry testing recommendations in their FDA product labels [77](#bdi12391-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#bdi12391-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}.

Our results support the hypothesis that hypothyroidism occurs with increased frequency in patients with BD. Even in lithium‐naïve bipolar patients, increased hypothyroidism has been found compared to published population averages [88](#bdi12391-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}. Importantly, long‐term follow‐up indicates that the risk of hypothyroidism persists beyond the first year after treatment initiation, but does appear to eventually plateau for all treatments. In the case of lithium, this is consistent with a long‐term cross‐sectional study showing that patients with BD with 10--20 years of lithium exposure had the same thyroid function as patients with BD with \> 20 years of exposure [89](#bdi12391-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}.

Several explanations exist in the literature for the observation of hypothyroidism in patients with BD. While some researchers have proposed a causal link between lithium treatment and hypothyroidism [88](#bdi12391-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#bdi12391-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}, [91](#bdi12391-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}, studies on autoimmune thyroiditis (a major cause of hypothyroidism) suggest that a compromised thyroid confers a greater risk of BD [92](#bdi12391-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}, and that lithium use confers no risk for autoimmune thyroiditis [27](#bdi12391-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}. Increased hypothyroidism in BD could have several explanations. On the one hand, imbalances of the thyroid metabolism could be linked to the pathophysiology of BD, either causally or through linked, potentially parallel mechanisms, influencing each other in a bidirectional way. On the other hand, hypothyroidism could be related to treatment, suggesting that commonly used medications for BD target a common signaling pathway shared with thyroid metabolism. The therapeutic effect of these medications could lead to thyroid abnormalities as an unintended adverse effect. A third explanation would suggest that hypothyroidism occurs independently and is not related to BD risk. It may be detected in patients with BD at a higher rate because of increased testing. Our analysis cannot distinguish between these not necessarily exclusive explanations; however, our observation clearly challenges the assumption of lithium treatment as the only cause of hypothyroidism in patients with BD.

Although the analyses presented here diligently employed statistical methodologies to account for treatment biases and potential confounding factors, such studies face certain challenges. For example, the use of administrative claims data entails a retrospective study design in which patients were neither randomized to treatment nor examined directly during a defined observational period. Consequently, hypothyroidism could be underestimated if patient symptoms went unreported, or their provider did not perform thyroid testing. Because the reported risk estimates are calculated at the average value of the covariates, including thyroid testing, which is low in our population, our risk estimates may be low. While every attempt was made to correct for thyroid testing observation bias with our CRR model, we recognize that we could not disentangle increased thyroid testing due to treatment guidelines from that due to symptoms of hypothyroidism. Nevertheless, even when we exclude the thyroid testing rank covariate, the lithium hypothyroidism risk estimate increases only modestly to 1.54 times the lowest risk therapy, compared to a 1.39‐fold range in the model that corrects for tests. Nevertheless, our corroboration of not only lithium, but also age and sex as known risk factors for hypothyroidism in patients with BD [19](#bdi12391-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [93](#bdi12391-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}, [94](#bdi12391-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"} demonstrates that our population is representative of earlier studies of hypothyroidism in BD.

Results presented here demonstrate a modest (statistically significant) effect of lithium on hypothyroidism in BD, compared to alternate therapies. Estimates on the four‐year cumulative hypothyroidism incidence for lithium ranged from 1.06‐fold higher than quetiapine up to 1.39‐fold higher than oxcarbazepine. These results differ from those of a case−control meta‐analysis suggesting a 5.78‐fold increased risk of hypothyroidism over placebo [23](#bdi12391-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}. However, the stark differences may be explained by the fact that only lithium treatment was the focus in those and other analyses [94](#bdi12391-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}, whereas our results directly compared lithium with other therapies that may also carry hypothyroidism risk. Another study comparing lithium with other therapies did not account for biases in thyroid testing [45](#bdi12391-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}.

Since the results presented here were obtained in 'real world' settings, and in a sample representing much of the privately insured population of the USA, we propose that our findings are highly representative, are generalizable, and have external validity.

Conclusions {#bdi12391-sec-0020}
===========

Thyroid abnormalities occur with high frequency in patients with BD regardless of treatment. Therefore, (i) patients should be regularly tested for clinical or subclinical thyroid abnormalities on all therapies and treated as indicated to prevent adverse effects of hormone imbalances on mood; and (ii) since hypothyroidism occurs under all treatments, we suggest that more emphasis should be placed on understanding the role of thyroid disorders in BD. It remains for future work to investigate hypothyroidism risk in untreated patients and patients on polypharmacy.
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**Table S1.** Significance of lithium vs. alternate therapies without bias correction.

**Table S2.** Competing risk regression (CRR) model of risk of ending monotherapy after \>0 months, \>3 months, and \>6 months of monotherapy.

**Fig. S1.** Moving average of thyroid tests as a function of exposure time and treatment.

**Fig. S2.** Cumulative incidence of hypothyroidism confidence limits.

**Fig. S3.** Cumulative incidence of ending monotherapy from CRR: \>0, \>90, and \>182 days after commencing monotherapy.

**Fig. S4.** Cumulative incidence of hypothyroidism by sex from CRR: \>0, \>90, and \>182 days after commencing monotherapy.

**Fig. S5.** Schoenfeld‐type residuals for model covariates.
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